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Abstract: Represented are original developments in the sphere of reinforced-concrete nuclear reactor industry.
The principle of cylindrical and spherical reactor shells creation is a basis of these developments. This novelty
excludes application of the globally accepted and very complicated in structural and technological aspect
prestress, connected with the use of hoop, vertical and radial reinforcement. The corresponding strength of
walls in  the  variant  under  consideration  shall  be  ensured  by  application  of  a  new  modification of
highly-reinforced concrete - heavy ferrocement, which features unique cracking resistance and increased elastic
strength. End elements are made in the form of taper plates of common reinforced concrete, freely supported
by taper wall narrowing in the similitude of plugs, with predominance of compressive stresses under conditions
of internal pressure. Such coupling significantly decreases concentration of tensile stresses in corner areas of
end elements. The results of unique experiments with the large-scale physical models at high internal pressure
and increased temperatures, as well as the data of numerical experiments are represented. Calculations are made
with the use of original nonlinear calculation techniques on the basis of finite element method taking into
account the anisotropy and non-homogeneity of material response under loads and actions, as well as specific
character of walls coupling with end elements. Prerequisites are laid for creation of reliable shells of high
pressure and temperature for reactors, accumulators and other pressure vessels.
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INTRODUCTION ferrocement (HFC) as a main carrying material in HPS

In the last decades the majority of specialists, reinforced concrete and masonry construction department
including  the  Russian  ones, consider transitions to of SPbGASU under the guidance of prof. G.N. Šoršnev
shell-type reactors made of reinforced concrete as [10]. HFC consists of fine grain concrete of B40 class and
perspective [1-7]. Such shells combine force functions reinforcing wire of Bp-1 class, 3-5 mm in diameter (its
connected  with  perception  of internal high pressures content in circular direction is 12-16%, in longitudinal
and increased temperatures [8-9], as well as biological direction - 6-8%). At that, the hoop and longitudinal
protection functions. reinforcement shall be placed tightly, without gaps, thus

For many years, the scientists of St. Petersburg State forming the peculiar package in which the spacing of
University of Architecture and Civil Engineering have reinforcement is determined depending on its diameter.
been engaged in solving the problem of creating large-size This allows decreasing the HPS well thickness and
high-pressure shells (HPS). The basis for development of temperature  stresses,  thus  simultaneously increasing
original HPS, designed for operation under high pressure (up to 3.5 t/m ) the volume weight of material, which will
(10 MPa and higher), is a principle of application of a new lead to increase in the shell efficiency as biological
modification of non-tensioned reinforced concrete - heavy protection.

walls, which was first obtained and investigated at the
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Exclusively high cracking resistance was found:
cracks were not observed even at deformations of 0.1%,
which exceeds expansibility of unreinforced concrete by
5 times and cracks with opening of 0.1 mm were observed
with reinforcement stress above 588.0 MPa. The obtained
results can be considered as unique, since no analogs in
the world practice of such investigations were revealed
[11].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Method of investigation within this scientific problem
was constructed in two aspects.

Experimental-Theoretical Investigations: Two physical
models of reactor HPS were developed, constructed and
subjected to complex experimental inspection - 1/30 and
1/10 of natural size (Fig. 1). The physical model 1/3 of Fig. 1: Structural scheme of reactor model 1/10 of natural
natural size in the form of cylindrical shell was constructed size (tested under pressure of 36.5 MPa): 1 -
according to special process of S.N. Panarin [12] (Fig. 2). internal steel lining; 2 - reinforced-concrete
The second (Fig. 3), virtual model, was improved in order bottom; 3 - wall of heavy ferrocement; 4 -
to create more homogeneous stress-strained state. standpipe for communications; 5 - steel

Calculation of shell on the whole is made in nonlinear permanent form with keys
statement with application of the program on the basis of
finite element method ANSYS, with account of HFC strain
specific character and peculiarity of bottom and wall
coupling contact area deformation.

Numerical experiment has provided reception of the
necessary information for analysis of different factors
influence on HPS stress-strain state and created
prerequisites for rationalization of separate design
decisions providing creation of more homogeneous
stress-strained state and has outlined ways for
optimization of the shell design on the whole.

The Main Part: Given below are the original results of
stress-strain state investigation of cylindrical and Fig. 2: Physical model of HFC reactor 1/3 of natural size
spherical HPS made of HFC. (tested under pressure of 21.5 MPa): 1 - internal

Evaluation of stress-strain state was carried out on steel encapsulating lining; 2 - reinforced-concrete
the basis of task solution on determination of axially bottom; 3 - HFC wall; 4 - process standpipe; 5 -
symmetric deformations of nonlinear-elastic orthotropic steel permanent bottom form with keys; 6 - lining
body, i.e. body formed by rotation of some random area anchors; 7 - concrete heat insulation; 8 -
about symmetry axis Z (Fig. 4) made of material having compensator cavity
physical non-uniformity and being under axially
symmetric loads and actions. buildup, the dependence [sigma ]-[epsilon ] curves to

Fig. 5 shows approximations of physical a stress value [sigma], when concrete switches out of use.
dependencies under tension plotted by the experimental Subsequent  strain  proceeds  at  an  angle  [alpha*],
data for HFC [7]. While marking small non-linearity it can which corresponds to HFC module value, without taking
be seen that the material works perfectly elastically on the into account the concrete. Both dependencies were
graph section from 0 to [sigma ]. Further,  with  the  load realized  in  the  process  of  nonlinear  calculation  as  per0

teta teta
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Fig. 3: Structural solution of spherical reactor model in the process of their “detachment” (which can entail

Fig. 4: Design models of reactors accepted for with application of ANSYS program and a number of
calculation by numerical technique as per ANSYS calculations have been performed. With the maximum load
program: 1 - reinforced-concrete bottom; 2 - HFC 21.5 MPa the model has not demonstrated any damages
wall; 3 - layer modeling key operation [11].

Fig. 5: Physical correlations for HFC accepted in spectrum of results have significantly increased [16-18]),
calculations create  prerequisites  for  effective  application   of   fiber

ANSYS program [13]. At the heart of calculation lies a
principle  of  stepwise  loading,  when  the  load is
applied by steps in combination with Newton-Raphson
procedure.

DISCUSSION

The condition of free supporting of the low-
reinforced concrete bottom on the taper narrowing of HFC
walls presupposes a possibility, under internal pressure,
of “detachment” of walls from the bottom, which was first
revealed experimentally, then confirmed theoretically [11].
In order to exclude bottom displacement relative to walls

occurrence of additional forces in the corner area of the
internal steel encapsulating lining and its disruption),
provision is made for special reinforcement keys. It should
be noted, however, that upon condition that special
compensators are created, bottom displacement can be
anticipated. Such variant can be more preferential than the
variant with non-displaced bottom, since, as
investigations [11] have demonstrated, the bottom in this
case works mainly for compression and the “plug” model
is realized here in a greater degree [14].

The method of numerical calculations was developed

Fig. 6-8 shows the results of linear and non-linear
calculation for pressure 10.0 MPa, as well as non-linear
calculations for pressure 21.5 MPa and combined action
of pressure 10.0 MPa and 100°C for materials having
isotropic and orthotropic features. Fig. 9 shows
comparative results of calculations for pressure 21.5 MPa
for cylindrical and spherical reactors and Fig. 10
demonstrates influence of bottom and walls coupling
peculiarities in both structures.

Special attention was drawn to internal lining
behavior, which is examined in prestressed shell as well
[15]. Introduction of special compensator had a significant
influence on the stress-strain state in the corner area of
the lining, thus decreasing stress concentration (Fig. 11).

The analysis of the bottom stress state and issues of
the bottom regular reinforcement represent a complicated
problem [11]. Nevertheless, investigations in the sphere of
fiber-reinforced concrete application and the obtained
results (recently, the geography of such works and the
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Fig. 6: Values of tangential stresses ([sigma ], MPa) in Fig. 8: Values of tangential strains ([epsilon ]10 ) inteta

linear and non-linear analysis of pressure 10 MPa: nonlinear analysis of combined action of
[15,3] ---- nonlinear analysis; (20,6) - linear temperature heating up to 100°C and pressure 10
analysis MPa: 84 Experiment; (74) - HFC isotropic model;

Fig. 7: Values of tangential strains ([epsilon ] 10 ) in units) in non-linear analysis of cylindrical andteta
5

non-linear analysis of internal pressure 21.5 MPa: spherical HPS under pressure of 21.5 MPa: (147)
160 ….. Experiment; (147) - HFC isotropic model; ---- Cylindrical HPS of nuclear reactor; 68 -
143 ---- HFC orthotropic model Spherical HPS of nuclear reactor

teta
5

81.5 ---- HFC orthotropic model

Fig. 9: Values of tangential strains ([epsilon ] 10 , rel.teta
5
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Fig. 10: Values of radial stresses ([sigma ], MPa) in non-linear analysis of spherical HPS under pressure 21.5 Mpa: a)r

[sigma ] - rigid connection; b) [sigma ] - free bearing; (27) - [sigma ] spherical HPS; 32,9 ---- [sigma ] cylindricalr r r r

HPS A - layer of orthotropic material modeling key operation

Fig. 11:  Values of radial stresses ([sigma ], MPa) in non- professor G.N. Šoršnev, associated professor O.P.r

linear analysis of HPS under pressure 21.5 MPa: Starikov, engineer Ju.M. Zorin, to whom the authors pay
(380) - lining without compensator; [-24] ---- lining a tribute of reverence.
with compensator The authors are grateful to associated professor S.N.

Panarin and engineer E.S. Filonenko for development of
reinforcement with its chaotic distribution in concrete the large-size HPS erection technique and its
matrix of end elements and areas near standpipes and implementation at construction, as well as to engineer
similar stress concentrators. R.M. Rumjancev for active participation in large-size

model project creation.
CONCLUSION Used in the article are particular developments of the

The results of experimental investigations of the and      masonry  construction   department of
large-size physical model of cylindrical reactor made of SPbGASU, Yu Hui (research supervisor - Professor V.I.
HFC have confirmed the high technical indexes of such Morozov).

construction, earlier obtained with other models and
fragments of structural decisions, which exceed the
required normative values by three times at least.
Reliability of HFC shells can be increased by changing the
internal cavity outline to make its elements shape
spherical. The obtained results can be used not only in
the nuclear reactor industry, but also in other power
engineering objects as heat accumulators, NPP
containment shells, as well as in construction and special
techniques for manufacture of autoclaves and other high
pressure vessels (explosion chambers, vessels for testing
the deep-water landing modules, etc.).
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